WELLS CITY COUNCIL
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT A MEETING OF THE FINANCE & COUNCIL MATTERS
COMMITTEE, WHICH MEMBERS ARE SUMMONED TO ATTEND,
WILL BE HELD AT WELLS TOWN HALL
ON THURSDAY 16TH JUNE 2022 AT 7:00PM
Please note this meeting will be recorded for the purpose of minute-taking.
9th June 2022

Steve Luck
Town Clerk/RFO

Town Hall
Market Place
Wells BA5 2RB
01749 673091
e-mail: townclerk@wells.gov.uk

Committee Members:
Cllrs: J Browne, S Cursley (Mayor), G Folkard,
T Pullin (Chair), T Robbins, H Siggs,
I Von Mensenkampff, P Welch
AGENDA

As the Wells City Council committee structure has not been approved by full council
this committee will only be making recommendations.
Wells City Council has declared a climate emergency. Each agenda item must consider the
impact on any policy and decision.
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS

2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive Councillors’ Declarations of Interests, made under the Council’s Code of Conduct
adopted 26th July 2012

3

MINUTES OF THE FINANCE & COUNCIL MATTERS COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON
THURSDAY 10TH MARCH 2022
To accept the minutes of the previous meeting

4

MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Public speaking time is normally restricted to 15 minutes in total, at the discretion of the Chair

5

FINANCE
i To receive the Finance Reports for May 2022
ii Bike 2 Work Scheme - to discuss
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6

INTERNAL AUDIT 2021-22
To receive and forward to Full Council the Internal Audit report for 2021-22 (attached)

7

EXTERNAL AUDIT 2021-22
To receive the External Audit 2021-22 forms which will go to Full Council for signing this
month (attached)

8

ARCHIVES AND CIVIC ASSETS
To receive Annual Report from the retired Archivist, Dr Julia Wood (attached)

9

UNITARY AND ACQUISITIONS
To receive an update from the Town Clerk

10

STAFFING
To receive update from Lead Councillor T Robbins

11

ANY MATTERS OF URGENT REPORT

12

DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 7pm Thursday 14th July 2022

EXCLUDE THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
Note: If it is necessary for matters to be considered in confidence it will be proposed by the
Chairman that a resolution be passed under the provisions of the Public Bodies (Admission to
Meetings) Act 1960 as amended, excluding the press and public, in order that confidential property
items can be discussed.
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ITEM 6: INTERNAL AUDIT 2021-22
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ITEM 7: EXTERNAL AUDIT 2021-22
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ITEM 8: WELLS CITY ARCHIVES AT WELLS & MENDIP MUSEUM
ANNUAL REPORT, 4 April 2021 - 31 May 2022
Julia K. Wood, Archivist31 May 2022
Summary
This has been the eleventh year of Wells City Archives at Wells & Mendip
Museum. Much of the year was spent on catching up with the backlog which had accrued because of
the coronavirus pandemic. After being on furlough, the Archivist returned to work in May 2021, and
began moving towards restoring normal service. As ever, she values enormously the indispensable
contribution made by volunteers and the help given by the Honorary Curator, David Walker. She is also
indebted to the Town Clerk, Steve Luck, for his great assistance and support. The report covers fourteen
months rather than the usual twelve months because it goes up to the Archivist’s retirement.
The major achievements in the City Archives since April 2021 have been:








Auditing the physical condition of key items in the historic collection and re-starting the rolling
programme of conservation.
Making headway with responding to the enquiries accrued during the pandemic.
Re-instituting access for members of the public by re-opening the Archives Reading Room.
Readying the first three online Archives databases for launch in June 2022, which will increase
the accessibility of the City Archives.
Continuing to develop the unique digital Archives resource entitled ScraseBase, a significant
database of Wells property histories.
Engaging with audiences and promoting the Archives through regular displays at the Town Hall,
collaboration in a major exhibition and participation in outreach events.
Getting former City Archivist Jean Imray’s book “Wells Old Almshouse” into print.

1. Coronavirus and furlough and return to work
The impact of coronavirus has continued to be felt throughout the year. The Archivist (who has
been solely a City Council employee since 1 July 2020) had been on furlough since November
2020. She started work again from home on 3 May 2021, and began going in to the Museum and
Town Hall again from early June. Her key priorities on her return to work were checking the condition
of the most significant items in the historic collection and beginning to catch up with the enormous
backlog of Archives enquiries which had accumulated while she was on furlough. Essential aspects
of caring for and managing the collection were attended to. Plans were also made so that the
Archives could be safely re-opened to readers as soon as possible.
2. Enquiries
As well as the enquiries received during this year, more were outstanding from the previous year.
Jonathan Chivers (volunteer Archives Assistant) and the Archivist made considerable progress on
responding to all these enquiries, though there is still a backlog.
The statistics
 Between 4 April 2021 and 3 April 2022, 129 enquiries were received.
 Of the written enquiries, 28% concerned local history (for instance, Luddism in Wells), 18%
family history (including Henry William Reakes, former Mayor of Wells), and 21% house or
building history (including properties in Priory Road and Portway). 1% were mapping enquiries
(such as one concerning the 1860 sewerage map), 16% were photographic queries (including
a request for an image of the medieval City seal), and the final 16% were specialist in nature.
The latter included advising on palaeography and on careers. The Archivist also advised on
material for Project Factory’s souvenir brochure for Wells to celebrate the Platinum Jubilee of
the Queen.
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Of the written enquiries, 73% were from members of the general public, 6% from councillors,
6% from academics or students, 4% from non-academics intending to publish, 4% from the
media, and 7% from archivists and heritage professionals.
Nearly all the written enquiries came from Britain, but there were also emails from the USA,
Canada, Italy and the Netherlands.

3. Readers
On Government advice to prevent the spread of Covid-19, Wells City Archives was closed to the
public on 17 March 2020, and it remained closed to readers until October 2021. The Archives
Reading Room re-opened then on a limited basis to visits by members of the public, with protocols
to ensure its safe operation. This followed considerable preparation (including Risk Assessments)
to make it as safe as possible for volunteers and visitors. When the Reading Room first re-opened,
guidelines included the wearing of masks, the advance ordering of all items, and special cleaning,
seating and ventilation arrangements. There is still a waiting list of readers which has built up during
the pandemic.
The statistics
 Between 4 April 2021 and 3 April 2022, there were 14 reader visits.
 Of the reader visits, 64% concerned local history and 36% house or building history. Readers
researched subjects including Dr Claver Morris and Stoberry House.
 All the reader visits were by members of the general public.
 The majority of visitors came from Wells and the Mendip area, but three were from Worcester.
4. Heritage Open Days 2021
The City Archives did not participate in 2021 because of coronavirus and its ramifications. Nor was
it possible for the Town Hall to be open for the event.
5. Exhibitions and displays
The Archivist created several displays at Wells Town Hall during the year. The subjects of these
were the early history of the Portway Annexe; Nancy Dodd, who died in 2021 and was the first ever
woman Freeman of the City of Wells; the Honorary Freedom of the City; and the Wells Branch of
the British Legion and Councillor Norman Kennedy, who were the recipients of the two new
Freedoms which were given in November 2021. The Archivist also gave the citation for the British
Legion at the ceremony and put on a special exhibition which included several historic artefacts,
some of which were kindly loaned by the Museum (such as a Comrades of the Great War lapel
badge, dating from 1917-21). Her most recent “Archivist’s Choice” display in the Town Hall vestibule
shows three Archives photos of ARP volunteers, many of whose names were identified by Jack
Paul, from whose collection they come.
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The City Archives is delighted to be a partner in the major photographic exhibition “The Changing
Shops of Wells in Photographs”, which opened at the Museum on 16 April 2022 and will run until 6
June. The collaborative partnership also includes the
Museum, Project Factory, Somerset Film and Wells
Civic Society. The display uses photographs of the
main shopping areas of Wells, taken from the Phillips
Collection held by the Museum, the Patrick Brown
collection held by the City Archives (showing the
buildings in the 1970s and 1980s), and the Millennium
photographs commissioned by Wells Civic Society. In
the future, the collection will be used in outreach
learning through the museum’s Learning Officer with
schools, residential homes, history groups and
researchers.
In May 2021, Archives volunteer David Mather carried
out palaeographical transcription of 17th-century City
Archives documents for Jon Jefferies for the “Monmouth in
Wells” exhibition he is preparing.

The
City
Archivist
displaying
documents to the Richard III Society.
Photo © Helena Smith

6. Talks, tours and other outreach events
In March 2022, the Archivist gave a talk about the Honorary Freedom of the City of Wells to the
Wells Branch of the Royal British Legion. Peter Trueman, Archives volunteer, then gave a talk about
the history of the building on South Street which is now the Venue Club but which was for a long
time the British Legion. Much of his research was based on a cache of historical documents which
he had unearthed in the City Archives. In April 2022, the Archivist talked to Mendip Postcard Club
on "Highlights of Eleven Years as Wells City Archivist”.
The Archivist led one tour of the City Archives during the year and Jonathan Chivers another. And
on 20 November 2021, the Archivist displayed two medieval charters and the Convocation Book
dating from 1450-1553 at a meeting of the Wells branch of the Richard III Society. Members’
response to seeing these documents was very enthusiastic.
The City Archives has continued to participate in the Wells and Transatlantic Slavery Project
Working Group spearheaded by the Cathedral’s Chancellor, and volunteer David Mather has
carried out research for this. In response to an invitation to contribute a piece to Wells Heritage
Partners’ brochure about the city (“Heritage Wells”, published in July 2021), the Archivist voluntarily
wrote the section on “The Water of Wells”. When she retired, the editor of the Wells Voice invited
her to write an article about the highlights of her time as City Archivist. This will hopefully help
publicise the Archives.
7. Local history publications
During the year, two more local history books were published by Wells & Mendip Museum, and the
Archivist helped with both of these, particularly the second. Furthermore, much of the research for
them was carried out in the City Archives. The first book, published in June 2021, was Sarah Villiers’
and Joe White’s “Traditional Manufactories and Plant Nurseries of Wells”.
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The second book was Jean Imray’s “Wells Old Almshouse”. Jean, the first Wells City Archivist,
spent many years researching this detailed book, which is the first ever history of this important
institution. At the time of her death in 2015, she was close to completing it. A number of her former
friends and colleagues felt it would be a fitting tribute to her to ensure that the work was published.
Accordingly, three of them edited the book. One of these three was the City Archivist, who
voluntarily sourced illustrations, carried out the copy editing and formatting, and saw it into print.
She also organised a book launch on 2 February 2022, which was hosted by the City of Wells
Almshouses. The book was released in two formats. There were a limited number of printed deposit
copies plus a PDF release (downloadable for free from the Museum’s website). The printed copies
were funded largely by the former Wells Local History Workshop (in which Jean played an active
role), along with Wells City Council and Wells & Mendip Museum. The book makes extensive
reference to sources held by the City Archives, and it also includes images of City Archives
documents and photographs. This all helps promote the Archives collection.
The launch of the book “Wells Old
Almshouse”. Charles Cain, the Chair of
the Trustees of the Almshouses, is
holding the printed copy which has just
been presented to the Almshouses.
Photo by Kevin Westwood, © Wells
City Council Archives

8. Wells & Mendip Museum’s “Search and Learn” Heritage Lottery Project
The Museum announced in September 2021 that its “Search & Learn” project had been awarded
£194,600 by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, and the addition of this to a generous legacy from
Jean Imray, former Wells City Archivist, made this exciting project possible. The present Archivist
had played a significant role in the development of the project and the City Archives will have an
essential role as a venue for the research needed for many aspects of this project.
In order to enable Victoria Northwood, the Museum’s Project Manager for “Search & Learn”, to
spread the word about the project, the Archivist organised a meeting of the Mid Somerset Archivists
and Curators Group. This took place at the Museum on 21 April 2022. She invited Victoria to talk
about the project. In addition, Reverend Dr Rob James, the Chancellor of Wells Cathedral, talked
about the Cathedral’s Vicars Close project, and Museum Trustee Clare Blackmore showed the
attendees around the “Changing Shops” photographic exhibition.
9. Strong Room security measures and Security Policy
Security measures have been kept under review.
10. Conservation and preservation issues
Jonathan Chivers has been checking weekly on the environmental conditions in the Strong Room
and making the necessary adjustments. During the year, Wells Museum invested in a new
dehumidifier, which is contributing considerably to achieving the appropriate temperature and
humidity in which to store the City Archives. The outcome of the Archivist’s audit of the physical
condition of the most important items in the historic collection on her return to the Museum in June
2021 was reassuring. She also arranged a consultation visit by conservation specialist Helena
Jaeschke. Wells City Council has agreed a five-year budget to continue the rolling plan of
conservation work. The Archivist is extremely grateful to Lead Councillor for the Archives, Jenny
Rust, for her role in this. The first item since the pandemic began has been delivered to the
conservator.
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11. Donations
Significant donations of documents and photos received during the year include collections relating
to Wells in Bloom, Wells City Band and Wells Central School.
12. Accessioning, cataloguing and listing
Huge progress has been made with the accessioning and cataloguing backlogs.
13. Archives development and accessibility
Launch of databases. The first three of the free searchable Archives databases will be launched
via the Museum’s website in June 2022. These are a database of Sacrament Certificates dating
from 1689 to 1765; Wells Petty Sessions court papers covering 1850 to 1874; and a Wells Property
Index dating from 1860 (which accompanied
the City of Wells Sewerage Plan and appears
complete with map images). The databases will
be available as downloadable PDFs and will
increase the accessibility of the City Archives.
The Archivist’s thanks go to Joe White,
Museum Trustee, who is, at the time of writing,
adding them to the Museum’s website.
ScraseBase. Development work has continued on another major digital Archives resource, namely
ScraseBase. This is an enormous database of Wells property histories, as researched and
generously shared by historian Tony Scrase. He, the Archivist and stalwart Archives volunteer
Austin Little are presently working on the final version of the database. The next stage will be to
prepare it for release online for free consultation by members of the public. Many of the sources for
this database are contained in the City Archives.
Petty Sessions database (1822-1899). The indefatigable Austin Little has continued adding to the
database the details covering the final eight years of this rare Victorian collection. The next stage
will be to make the entire nineteenth-century run of Wells Petty Sessions data freely available
online.
The Patrick Brown Slide Collection. Volunteer Alan Pringle has continued a listing which identifies
the Wells properties which Patrick photographed.
Oral History. Volunteer David Mather has transferred Archives oral history interviews which were
stored on cassette to digital files.
14. Wells City Archives website project
Unfortunately, the dedicated searchable City Archives website which the City Council’s Archives
Committee agreed to fund in February 2019 (using Epexio) still remains on hold, pending review of
the Council’s overall website strategy and provision. The plan is to release on this website both the
Archives catalogue and the various online Archives databases. Given the long delay, three of the
databases have been released via the Museum’s website as downloadable PDFs. They are
searchable, but functionality is limited, so this is only a temporary measure.
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15. Volunteers
The Archivist is immensely grateful to the dedicated Archives volunteers for their generous
contribution of time, effort and expertise. Without their commitment and vast contribution, many of
the Archives’ achievements would not have been possible, especially the databases. Her particular
thanks go to Austin Little, database guru extraordinaire, to Peter
Trueman for his unfailing and wide-ranging assistance, and to
Jonathan Chivers, who has been her Archives Assistant for over
seven years and has been ever helpful, reliable and willing to turn
his hand to anything.
16. Future targets and Archivist’s retirement
Because of the present Archivist’s retirement, targets for 2022-23
will be set by the new Wells City Archivist, Veronica Howe.
On a personal note, I am extremely proud to have been Wells
City Archivist for the last eleven years and have hugely
enjoyed it. It has been a privilege to work with such a unique
and significant collection as Wells City Archives and to meet
and work with so many lovely people. And I am honoured that
Wells City Council made a retirement presentation to me at
their meeting on 28 April 2022.

Julia Wood, Wells City Archivist
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Mayor Cllr Philip Welch making a
retirement presentation to Julia Wood,
Wells City Archivist.
Photo by Kevin Westwood, © Wells
City Council Archives

